Model 3P5 Portable Pneumatic Press
- Manual load, machine punches the hole and sets the grommet.
- Does not require Self Piercing Grommets. Works with standard Plain and Rolled Rim/Spur Grommets and washers, up to a No. 4. Plain grommets are substantially cheaper than Self Piercing.
- Tooling is interchangeable for different size grommets (even snap fasteners).
- Works on a variety of materials from nylon webbing to foamboard, including vinyl and canvas.
- Safe to operate as front guard must be fully lowered to allow machine to cycle. Guard cannot be lowered if an obstruction (e.g. finger) is in the way.
- Compact design: less than 25 pounds and dimensions are 17” height, 4” wide and 11” long.

Model G2R83 Grommet Machine
- Double Revolution (Action) style machine that punches a hole on the first revolution then feeds and sets the grommet on second.
- Works with standard Plain and Rolled Rim/Spur Grommets and washers, up to a No. 5.
- Washer is hand loaded.
- Includes Ring Guard to ensure fingers are not in the setting area prior to cycling the machine.
- Conversion kits available to run different size grommets. Changeover is relatively simple and can be done in less than 15 minutes.

Model 2KGW Grommet and Washer Machine
- Hole is punched with a pressure cut; slug forced out through bottom of lower tool.
- Appropriate for thin to medium materials.
- Works with grommets up to No. 3 Plain or No. 2 Rolled Rim.
- Includes a compensator for different materials to accommodate nominal variations.
- Bench mountable machine. Fixed and Mobile stands are available.
- Standard items include Laser Target Light. Pin Gauge Assembly available.

Model 83GW Grommet and Washer Machine
- Hole is pierced; material is clamped and lower tool moves upward (spur point design).
- Appropriate for thinner fabrics such as vinyl and canvas; not appropriate for dense or thick fabrics.
- Works with standard Plain and Rolled Rim/Spur Grommets and washers, up to a No. 4.
- Best feeding machine as both raceways move during the cycle, reducing likelihood of a jam.
- Machine stand is an integral part of the machine.
- Laser Target Light and Pin Gauge Assembly available.

Model 92GW Grommet and Washer Machine
- Hole is punched with a pressure cut; slug forced out through bottom of anvil tool.
- Appropriate for thicker/heavy-duty materials including nylon webbing.
- Works with standard Plain and Rolled Rim/Spur Grommets and washers, up to a No. 4.
- Includes a compensator for materials of different thickness and/or density (up to 1/8”).
- Machine stand is an integral part of the machine.
- Laser Target Light and Pin Gauge Assembly available.